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power drivetrain

Overview
The Blue Bird All American engine/transmission package is a Cummins ISB-07 in-

line six cylinder diesel engine mated to an Allison 2000 Series™ five-speed or Allison 

3000 Series six-speed automatic transmission. Both engine and transmission have 

electronic control modules. For detailed instruction on engine maintenance and re-

pair, please consult the appropriate Cummins publication. Check with your Blue Bird 

Dealer or the nearest Cummins Dealer to ensure you are working with the proper 

publication.
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Engine Access
To open the hood, disengage the latch mechanisms located in two places on the en-

gine cover. Lift the access cover and allow it to rest fully open on the forward portion 

of the hood assembly. This will allow access to engine components, such as the oil 

dipstick, engine oil fill, transmission fluid dipstick, etc.

To remove engine cover assembly for better access to the engine components, 

first remove the cup holder and PA mic. Then pull and re-

lease the rubber handle latch anchor located at the lower 

front wall of the engine hood assembly. Open the hood 

and locate four latches on the inner wall perimeter of the 

hood assembly. One is located on the driver’s side toward 

the front, one is at the rear center and one is located on 

each side. Releasing these latches will then allow entire 

hood assembly to be removed for mechanics access.

[CAUTION] Engine and components can be very hot. 

If the engine has been running, be careful to avoid 

burns during engine access and removal process.

Heater Cutoff Valve

Oil Fill Location

Engine Oil Dipstick

Transmission Fluid Dipstick 
Use Transynd transmission 

fluid only. Open Hood

Rubber Handle Latch

Mechanical Latch 
(Four Inside Hood Opening)
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BOSCH 55-59 FT-LBS

Torque to
33-35 ft/lbs.

Torque to
57 ft/lbs.

APPLY
LOCKTITE

APPLY
LOCKTITE

APPLY LOCKTITE

TYP (6) PLACES

FAN

C/S

WP

ALT

IDL TEN

BELT WRAP DETAIL

IDL

Torque to
180 ft/lbs.

Torque to
57 ft/lbs.

Torque to
75 ft/lbs.

Torque to
75 ft/lbs.

Torque to
180 ft/lbs.

Torque to
180 ft/lbs.

L/N 70-80 FT-LBS

Engine Trim, ISB-07

0
0
0
0
9
8
7
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Transmission
The Allison 2000 Series™ transmission is fully automatic, torque converter driven, 

and electronically controlled. The transmission offers 5 forward speeds and 1 reverse 

gear. All the clutches in the transmission are hydraulically actuated and spring re-

leased, and feature automatic compensation for wear. The gearing is of the helical 

type, arranged in planetary sets. electronic control signals provide automatic gear 

selection in each drive range and automatic engagement of the torque converter 

(lockup) clutch.

The transmission has 4 major control systems, connected by the Blue Bird wir-

ing harness: The Transmission Control Module (TCM), engine throttle position sensor 

(accelerator), 3 separate speed sensors and a control valve module which contains 

solenoid valves and a pressure switch module. The accelerator, speed sensors, and 

pressure switch module transmit information to the TCM. The TCM processes this in-

formation and then sends signals to actuate specific solenoids on the control valve 

module in the transmission. These solenoids control both oncoming and offgoing 

clutch pressures to provide closed loop shift control. This is accomplished by match-

ing RPM during a shift to a previously established profile that is programmed into 

the TCM.

The 2000 Series™ electronic control system has an “adaptive shifting” feature 

which helps optimize shift quality. The feature monitors critical characteristics of 

clutch engagement and makes continuous adjustments to improve the next shifting 

sequence. The transmission shift calibration is based on several different types of 

shifts, (full throttle, partial throttle, closed throttle, upshifts, downshifts, etc.). each 

shift is associated with specific speed and throttle positions. To optimize each type of 

shift for normal driving, the shift controls need to experience operation and shifting 

in a wide variety of conditions. A “drive in” period under varying driving conditions is 

required for the Adaptive Controls to begin to optimize shifting under all conditions. 

It may take as many as 5 shifts of each type to establish the automatic optimization 

sequence.
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Torque Converter

The torque converter has 4 main elements: a pump, the turbine, and the stator and 

torque converter lockup clutch. The pump is the input component; it is driven di-

rectly by the engine. The turbine provides the output of the transmission; the pump 

hydraulically drives it. The stator multiplies the torque. when the pump is turning 

faster than the turbine, the torque converter is multiplying the torque. As the turbine 

reaches the speed of the pump, the stator starts to rotate and torque multiplication 

stops. The torque converter then acts as a fluid coupling device.

Series 2000™ torque converters have a torque converter clutch (a lockup clutch). 

when this lockup clutch is engaged, it causes the pump and turbine to be “locked” 

together so they rotate in unison, at engine speed. This provides direct drive through 

the transmission. This type of operation maximizes engine braking and fuel econo-

my. The lockup clutch is regulated by the shift controls and operates automatically. 

The lockup clutch releases at lower speeds or when the TCM senses conditions re-

quiring it to be released. The torque converter clutch features a damping mecha-

nism, which reduces the transmittal of engine induced torsion vibration through the 

transmission.

Planetary Gears and Clutches

A series of 3 helical planetary gear sets and shafts provide the mechanical gear ratios 

and direction of travel necessary for the bus. These planetary gear sets are controlled 

by 5 multiple clutches that work in pairs to produce 5 forward speeds and 1 reverse 

gear. The clutches are controlled hydraulically in response to electronic signals from 

the TCM to the individual solenoids.

Cooler

excessive heat in the transmission is dissipated by circulating the transmission fluid 

through a section of the radiator. The transmission cooler lines connect directly to 

the bottom of the radiator.

Filters

An outboard filter is located near the front of the transmis-

sion on the driver’s side. This spin-off canister type filter 

must be replaced after the first 5,000 miles (8000 km) and 

thereafter, at 50,000 miles (80000 km) or 24 months in-

tervals, whichever is the first to occur. Use only Transynd™ 

synthetic transmission fluid or TeS 295 equivalent.

The internal filter needs to be changed only during 

transmission overhaul.
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Transmission Maintenance

Daily

	 •	 Check	that	the	engine	will	not	start	with	the	shifter	lever	in	any	position	other	

than “n” neutral.

	 •	 Before	 the	 trip;	 check	 the	 transmission	 fluid	 level.	 See	 the	“cold	 fluid	 level	

check” below for instructions.

	 •	 Check	the	transmission	fluid	level	at	the	end	of	the	trip	to	accomplish	the	“hot	

level check”, below.

	 •	 Notice	if	there	is	a	burned	odor	to	the	transmission	fluid.

	 •	 Notice	if	the	transmission	shifts	rough	or	fails	to	shift.

5,000 miles (8000 km) or 6 months

	 •	 Clean	and	inspect	the	linkage;	look	for	missing	cotter	pins,	locknuts,	etc.

	 •	 Carefully	inspect	the	transmission	and	all	hoses;	look	for	signs	of	leaks,	wear	

and abrasion.

	 •	 Check	for	worn	or	frayed	electrical	connectors	or	wires.

	 •	 Check	the	throttle	wiring	for	loose	or	frayed	wires	or	connectors.

	 •	 Check	the	breather	(vent)	screen	at	the	top	rear	of	the	transmission.	See	Trans-

mission Removal illustration. 

	 •	 Obtain	fluid	analysis	for	maximum	efficiency.	Refer	to	the	Technician’s	Guide	

for Automatic Transmission Fluid, publication number SA2055, for more de-

tails.

Fluid Oxidation Measurement Limits

Viscosity ± 25% change from new fluid

Total Acid Number + 0.3 change from new fluid

Solids 2% by volume maximum

100,000 miles (160,000 km) or 48 months 

	 •	 Ascertain	the	oil	vent	(breather)	is	clean	and	free	of	dirt.	Do	not	spray	the	vent	

with steam or cleaning solvents.

	 •	 Change	both	 the	filter	and	 the	 transmission	fluid.	Use	only	Transynd™	syn-

thetic transmission fluid, or TeS295 equivalent. Use Blue Bird spin-on filter 

cartridge number BB 0033381. Observe all applicable, environmental, health 

and safety regulations. See the Introduction section of this service manual. 

Drain the fluid while the transmission is at normal operating temperature; 

160°–200° F (71°–93° C). Use caution to avoid serious burns. Hot oil flows 

more quickly and drains more completely.

 1. Remove the drain plug from the oil pan and allow the fluid to drain 

into a suitable container. 

 2. examine the fluid to determine if there are metal fragments in it.

 3. Remove the canister filter.
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 4. Remove the magnet from the top of the filter or the filter attachment 

tube.

 5. Clean any metal debris from the magnet; anything larger than dust 

sized particles is cause for serious concern.

 6. Install the magnet onto the filter attachment tube.

 7. Lubricate the gasket of the new filter with new transmission fluid.

 8. Install the spin on filter, by hand, until the gasket touches the con-

verter housing.

	 9.	 Tighten	 the	filter	ONE	FULL	TURN,	ONLY	AFTER	THE	GASKET	MAKES	

COnTACT wITH THe COnveRTeR.

 10. Install the drain plug and sealing washer. Torque the drain plug to 

22–30 ft lb (30–40 nm).

 11. Refill the transmission. The capacity is approximately 7.4 quarts (7 L). 

The transmission refill capacity is substantially less than the initial fill 

because a large amount of fluid remains in the transmission cavities 

after draining.

 12. After filling the transmission to the cold check level on the dip stick, 

start the engine and allow it to idle for about a minute.

 13. with the service brakes applied, shift to “R” for a few seconds, back to 

“n” for a few seconds, to “D” for a few seconds and then back to “n”.

 14. Allow the engine to idle at about 500–800 RPM and slowly release the 

service brakes.

 15. with the engine running, remove the dipstick and wipe it clean.

 16. Insert the dipstick into the tube and remove it. Check the fluid level 

indicated on the dipstick. Repeat at least twice for accuracy.

 17. If the fluid level is still within the cold check band, the transmission 

may be operated until the fluid is up to operating temperature.

 18. If the fluid level is not within the cold check band, you must drain or 

add fluid until it is before operating long enough to reach normal tem-

perature.

 19. Perform the hot check at the first opportunity after the transmission 

has been operated for about an hour and reached the normal operat-

ing temperature of 160°–200° F (71°–93° C)
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For more information refer to the Allision Transmission Operator’s Manual (BusSeries) 

for proper transmission operation, driver tips, scheduled maintenance and mainte-

nance tips. This manual should be located in the bus when the bus is delivered to 

the customer. 

For more technical information, consult the appropriate Allison publication or 

visit the Allison web site: www.allisontransmission.com.

Refer to the following resource  for service literature:

SGI, Inc.

Attn: Allison Literature Fulfillment

8350 Allison Avenue

Indianapolis, IN 46268

Toll Free: 888.666.5799

International: 317.471.4995

Shift Cable Adjustment
Improper adjustment of the shift cable can result in serious damage to the transmis-

sion. when the Driver’s shift control lever is squarely in neutral, the properly adjusted 

shift cable trunnion pin does not apply any force against the transmission shift arm. 

Rather, the trunnion pin is relaxed in the transmission shift arm and the shift arm is 

held firmly in the neutral position from force applied by the detent.

 1. with the Driver’s shift control lever in neutral, man-

ually wiggle the transmission’s shift cable trunnion 

slightly to ensure it is not under pressure from the 

shift arm. If the shift arm is pressing the trunnion in 

either direction of its travel, adjust it as follows:

 2. Remove the cotter pin from the trunnion which con-

nects the cable to the transmission’s shift arm. Then 

remove the trunnion from the shift arm. Confirm 

that the shift arm is being held firmly in the neutral 

position by the detent. 

 3. Turn the trunnion pin on the threads of the cable so 

that it aligns with the relaxed shift arm. Then reat-

tach the trunnion to the  shift arm and secure it with 

a new cotter pin.

 4.  Recheck the shifting by operating the Driver’s shift 

control lever.

Trunnion Pin

Shift Cable

Cotter Pin

Transmission Shift Arm
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Drive Line
The purpose of the driveline is to transmit torque from the transmission to 

the drive wheels of the vehicle.

[WARNING] Before continuing with these instructions, please refer to 

the safety instructions in the Introduction Section of this Service Manual.

[WARNING] Never work under the bus while the engine is running.

Removal

To remove the driveline from the transmission:

 1. Mark the driveline section to be removed, to show the installation 

orientation. The driveline must be replaced correctly to avoid out-of-

phase problems.

 2. Carefully support any driveline components that will be left without the nor-

mal operational support members (hanger bearings).

 3. Remove and discard the capscrews and straps at the universal joints 

necessary to remove the desired driveline section.

Reinstallation

 1. Carefully position the driveline components while observing the pre-

viously marked phase indications.

 2. Install new straps and hardware at the universal joints. 

• SPL 70 & 100: Torque the capscrews to 45–60 ft. lbs.

• SPL 140: Torque the capscrews to 115–135 ft. lbs.

 3. Lube grease fittings on SPL140	driveline	with	N.L.G.I.	Grade	2	E.P.	Lubricant	

must have an operating range of +325°F to -10°F.

 4. ensure all driveline guards are securely in place before starting the engine.

Spicer Life Series Service Manual

Spicer Publication 3264-SPL
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2500 Transmission

34

5

5
20

34 36

20

20

"FROM"
COOLER

2500 With Shift Energy Management Feature

PORT "TO"
COOLER
PORT

3

40

10

36

TORQUE NUT TO 15-20 LB-FT.
HOLD THE SELECTOR LEVER TO AVOID
INTERNAL DAMAGE WHILE TIGHTENING
NUT. DO NOT USE POWER IMPACT
WRENCH TO TORQUE.

TORQUE NUTS TO 3-5 LB-FT

21

20

34

32

32

TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM # TORQUE (LB-FT)

3  80-100

10  18-21

17  7-10

20  16-18

21  42-50

36  75

40  36-43

5, 32, 
34, & 42 

79-88 FT LBS.

0
0
0
0
9
8
9

b
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3000 Transmission

0
0
0
0
9
9
2

17
61

60

34

72

TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM # TORQUE (LB-FT)
16,66 8-9

17 50
20,73,83 29-33

31  16-18
34 35-45
60 38-45
61 90
65 15-25

TORQUE ITEMS 9, 11, 13 & 23 TO
79-88 FT LBS. MUST CONFORM TO

WEATHERHEAD ASSEMBLY STANDARDS.

Shifter.

83

TO LOWER RIGHT HAND
PORT MARKED "FROM COOLER"

23

TO LOWER LEFT HAND
PORT MARKED "TO COOLER"

TORQUE TO
25-35 FT/LBS.

23
9

11

13

13
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Transmission Service Prognostics
Service	prognostics	is	standard	equipment	on	all	Allison	Gen	4	transmissions	and	re-

quires the use of Allison approved TeS 295 fluids and Control Main filter. Prognostics 

is used to predict the need for transmission maintenance. Transmission operating 

parameters monitored by the prognostics feature are: 

 1. Oil Life Monitor 

 2. Filter Life Monitor 

 3. Transmission Health Monitor 

2000 Series Product 

when a specified service threshold is detected for one of the parameters listed 

above, the TRAnS SeRvICe indicator in the instrument panel will illuminate to alert 

the operator to the need for action. Failure to attend to the service condition and 

reset the indicator within a defined operating period will result in the illumination of 

the	CHECK	TRANS	light	and	the	TRANS	SERVICE	light,	both	located	in	the	instrument	

panel.

Oil Life Monitor

The TRAnS SeRvICe indicator will illuminate when the remaining fluid life reaches 

approximately 2 percent, for two minutes after the initial selection of a drive range. 

This will indicate a required change of the transmission fluid. The TRAnS SeRvICe 

indicator will remain on until service is performed and the indicator is reset. 

The TRAnS SeRvICe indicator can be reset with the Allison DOC For PC-Service 

Tool, or by selecting n-D-n-D-n-R-n on the shift selector, pausing briefly (less than 3 

seconds) between each selector movement. The ignition must be on and the engine 

must be off before attempting to reset. 

Filter Life Monitor

The TRAnS SeRvICe indicator will flash after reaching time and mileage parameters 

set in the control module. It will continue to flash for two minutes after selecting D 

(Drive) and until service is performed and the indicator is reset

The TRAnS SeRvICe indicator can be reset with the Allison DOC For PC-Service 

Tool or by selecting n-R-n-R-n-D-n on the shift selector, pausing briefly (less than 3 

seconds) between each selector movement. Be sure the ignition is on and the engine 

is not running.

Transmission Health Monitor

The TRAnS SeRvICe indicator will illuminate when the remaining clutch life reaches 

approximately 10 percent, or if the running clearance exceeds maximum value which 

may indicate a non-wear-related issue. The indicator will be lit steadily at all times. 

The indicator will reset automatically upon elimination of the clutch clearance 

condition which initiated it. The indicator can also be reset using the Allison DOC For 

PC-Service Tool if necessary. 
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3000 Series Product

electronic shift selectors used with 3000 series transmissions have an integrated 

service icon in the shape of an open-end wrench located between the SeLeCT and 

MOnITOR displays, which illuminates or flashes when a specified service threshold is 

reached for one of the three prognostic parameters. 

when service is due for Allison 3000/4000 Series transmissions, a wrench 

icon on the shift selector’s digital display alerts the operator. You can check 

the status of all three prognostics (oil, filter, clutch) simply by advancing 

through the shift selector’s display.

When the fluid is due for a change:

The wrench icon* stays illuminated for two minutes 

after the Drive range is selected.

When the filter(s) is due for a change:

The wrench icon* flashes on and off for two minutes 

after the Drive range is selected.

When clutch maintenance is due:

The wrench icon* comes on and stays on in all rang-

es.




